The calendar feature does display the range it displays (I would like to be able to disable that, but that's minor. Perfect would be if I could disable to display of the year, or to disable the range in total. I find it to be redundant, because the calendar itself already displays that).

What's not so minor is that the dates shown there do follow the date display options of the Wiki, i.e. here in Germany date is followed by month.

But they are separated by slashes, which is not correct. It should be dots, and that is what is set in the preferences. All other date displays are correct (like the date of the last revision of a Wiki page), but calendar does not follow that rule.

Thanks

hman
Comments

hman 07 Jul 20 23:17 GMT-0000

I could track this one down. Actually the error is in the language.php for German (de):
There is this substitution written:

"%d/%m" => "%d/%m",
"%m/%d" => "%d.%m."

which should read

"%d/%m" => "%d.%m.",
"%m/%d" => "%d.%m."

This could be remedied with custom.php (if the array_merge bug would be fixed), but IMHO it's better to correct the error in language.php.

hman 08 Jul 20 08:28 GMT-0000

IMHO this is coded wrong. Localizing the display of dates should not be done via tra, but through user prefs. Actually, there is a user pref for this! For reasons unknown it's not being used, and another side effect of this (together with the limitations of tra that does only string matching) is that the longer format

%m%d%Y

will get partially localized, because it matches
"%m/%d" => "%d.%m.", prematurely.

hman 08 Jul 20 09:25 GMT-0000

comment deleted

hman 11 Feb 21 18:46 GMT-0000

Bug still there in 18.8 and in 21.x!

hman 12 Feb 21 09:12 GMT-0000

23.0vcs, to be precise.
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